Abstract. This research aims to help people in business in using e-commerce and increase the sales results in the marketing of a fabric industry in Bandung. So far, marketing system has been carried out in a manual system that is handled directly by the customer which makes it time-consuming and costly. Along with the usage of E-commerce in various fields, it is also used in the sales of fabrics. Making a website is one of the multiple ways to increase sales. In the current era of globalization, internet usage and social media are mandatory for many merchants who utilize sales through E-Commerce. This study uses a descriptive method with a qualitative approach carried out in specific fabric industry. The results of this study are the increase in sales of the products and how websites can be utilized in industrial areas. This happens because in using E-Commerce, customers can ignore distance and time. whenever and wherever the customer no longer has to visit or buy the items directly to the store. The conclusion is that e-commerce systems make it easy for users to access information about fabric products online.
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1 Introduction

Learning to develop computer programs is known to be difficult for many beginners. For decades, researchers have built an automated e-learning system to minimize obstacles in learning programming [1]. In this internet era, websites that provide online-based learning or E-learning are many. It is very easy for us to look for online classes or materials that we want to study, one of them is Web Programming Languages such as PHP, Javascript, Html, CSS.

Web programming is a skill that requires practice. To strengthen programming skills, you need much practice. So, practical activity plays an important role in the learning process [2]. Internet Utilization is a small business trend in the era of globalization that is being used today which has easier access to the internet, increasing number of providers, greater bandwidth and affordable internet costs [3]. An example of the form of technological progress in the world of education is the concept of e-learning or distance learning. Some experts even predict that learning models that exist today, probably will not be found again in the future[4]. Online education is a part of long-distance education and can also be referred to as online learning, e-learning, or web-based learning [5]. E-learning refers to the use of information and communication technology to allow access to online learning or teaching resources [6]. Based on research conducted by Gottfried Vossen, and Peter Westerkamp Learners vary significantly in their prerequisites, their abilities, their goals to approach the learning system, the speed of their learning, the way they learn, and the time (and money) they can spend while learning [7].

A sophisticated web-based system has been developed to provide an effective project-based educational environment in learning activities for “web designing and programming” which of course can be done easily [8]. According to Rita Kop, people who study in informal networks will choose the subject they wanted to learn or the activity they wanted to do, but in an interconnected environment, they have to make other choices too. For example, they have to manage time, set their own learning goals, find resources, and try new tools and make them function which generally called Self Directing Learning [9]. But according to the research conducted by Brian Dorn and Mark Guzdial The number of web content can be a double-edged sword because finding the information can be time-consuming. [10].

The purpose of this research is to find out how E-Learning influences learning methods of web programming, by using descriptive methods by using observation data collection techniques, case studies and using previous research related to E-learning Web Programming.

2 Material and Methods

The research method used is a descriptive method to get an accurate picture using quantitative data, the techniques used are observation and case studies. In this case, this study takes the example of an Indonesian language e-learning website namely sekolahkoding.com

3 Result and Discussion

There are so many websites that provide material or classes about creating websites using Bahasa Indonesia, for example, Sekolahkoding.com which provides free classes and paid
classes. Of course there is a difference between free classes and paid classes, where paid classes can access all materials, but free classes can only access part of the full material. Sekolahkoding.com itself is a site for learning programming, especially web programming (website) created by Hilman Ramadhan, sekolahkoding.com was made because several years ago it was difficult to find quality web-programming video tutorials in Bahasa Indonesia (Figure 1).
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**Fig. 1.** Main page sekolahkoding.com. This figure was adopted from 10 December 2018.

There are many advantages gained when learning web programming using e-learning methods such as:
- The number of modules available.
- The students can study anywhere and anytime.
- There is a Forum to post questions or discuss with other members
- Can publish works and get feedback
- The module is always up to date
- Requires a relatively low cost

In the class view, we can search for what material we are going to study, and there is a tag filter according to the programming language to provide easier searching (Figure 2).
Fig. 2. Class page sekolahkoding.com. This figure was adopted from 10 December 2018.
Lots of class material are available, just by logging in user can access the modules (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Display of class material sekolahkoding.com. This figure was adopted from 10 December 2018.
Some material can only be opened with paid features marked with a padlock symbol (Figure 4).
Fig. 4. Display of paid class material sekolahkoding.com. This figure was adopted from 10 December 2018.

After clicking on the selected material, the content will appear in the form of a step-by-step video. In addition, there is a Save PR button to watch the video later and the material content page is saved to the profile considering if we want to continue the material later (Figure 5).

Fig. 5. Content page sekolahkoding.com. This figure was adopted on 10 December 2018.

For users who do not know where to start, the web has prepared a page called Learning Travel which starts from the basic HTML front end (Figure 6).
There is a Forum Page so that users can get the information they need and can also ask if they find difficulties in learning web programming, there is also a search topic feature (Figure 7).

Based on the example case of schoolcoding.com above, it is very beneficial for prospective programmers to learn Web Programming.
4 Conclusion

The usage of the Internet at this time provides many benefits, one of them is the E-Learning that makes it easier to find material and learning modules. Also, the existence of a Website to learn web programming can be used as a place for prospective programmers to develop their programming skills.
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